The study was conducted to answer the following questions:
INTRODUCTION Background Objectives and Goals
The primary purpose of teaching is to bring a fundamental change in the learners. To facilitate the teaching and learning process, teachers should apply appropriate teaching methods and use languages that best suit specific objectives and productive outcomes that would enhance growth in student learning.
METHODS
The researchers used the descriptive survey method. The actual teaching of the contractual teachers was recorded to know the methods and languages and its effects to the learners. Self-constructed questionnaires were distributed and answered by the respondents.
The statistical tools used were the frequency count, ranking mean, weighted mean, slovin's equation and proportional allocation sampling technique. In interpreting the data, the descriptive rating with their corresponding mean interval were used.
The respondents were 400 students and 29 contractual teachers of Isabela State University Roxas Campus. The students were selected using the slovin's equation and proportional allocation sampling technique while the contractual teachers were selected using the purposive sampling technique. Eighty five (85) students and 9 contractual teachers from the Institute of Teacher Education, 104 students and 9 contractual teachers from Institute of Information and Communication Technology, 36 students and 2 contractual teachers from Institute of Criminology, and 176 students and 9 contractual teachers from College of Fisheries, Agriculture and Agri-Business.
RESULTS
Based from the result of the study, the method always used was the 1.) Panels= while the methods often used were 2.) Think pair share 3.5) E Media 3.5.) Wh-Questions 5.) Affinity 6.) E-learning 7.) TGT (Talk about different issues Generate as many ideas, Tell your consensus or agreements in class) 8.) Jigsaw 9.) C-4 Yourself (challenge, choice, collaboration and creation) 10.) Graphic Organizer 11.5) G.R.A.S.P.S (Goal, Role, Audience, Situation, Product, Standard) 11.5.) List-Group-Label 11.5.) Round Robin Brainstorming 11. The other methods were seldom and sometimes used. None was ever used.
The languages used in teaching were: English, Filipino, Ilocano and code-switching from Filipino-English. The Filipino language was often used in providing standards, and giving opinion or approval. English language was often used in discussing the lessons, interpreting, and in giving preliminary activities in class. Ilocano language was often used in deepening the discussion. Code-switching from Filipino-English was often used in discussing the lessons. while codeswitching from Filipino-Ilocano and from English-Ilocano were seldom used.
The effects of the methods used by the contractual teachers to the learners are: challenging the ability to think deeply, past lessons were easily associated to the new lessons, easily learned with the class, learned to study hard, the character evolves and becomes creative.
The effects of the languages in the learning of the students are: easily learned with the class, meaningful learning, gained self-confidence, and past lessons were easily associated to the new lessons because the teachers used codeswitching from Filipino-English. They also learned easily with the class because their teachers used code-switching from English-Ilocano. The result shows that the methods and languages used by the contractual teachers affect the learning of the learners. It was proven by Corpuz and Andrada (2012) that the abilities of the students are being developed through the methods and activities used by the teachers.
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Formula and Equation
Weighted Mean
Slovins Equation
Proportional Allocation Sampling Technique -It is computed as n = N / (1+Ne2). whereas: n = no. of samples N = total population e = error margin / margin of error 
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